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ABSTRACT: We validate the nonspherical grafting arrangement of
isotropically coated spherical nanoparticles as very recently proposed. We
utilize localized surface plasmon resonance enhanced dynamic polarized
and depolarized light scattering from Au nanoparticles, the spherical
symmetry of which was revealed by single-particle dark-ﬁeld spectroscopy.
The same Au nanospheres are grafted with ligands of diﬀerent chemistry
and length. The wavelength dependent depolarization ratio and the two
transport coeﬃcients of these nanoparticles, obtained from the dynamic
light scattering experiment, can only be reconciled with the TEM data, the
single UV/vis extinction spectrum, and the dark-ﬁeld spectroscopy
experiments if their coating is described as asymmetric. Spatially anisotropic graft distribution on spherical nanoparticles
impacts their assembly and understanding its origin will help control the structure and properties of polymer nanocomposites.
KEYWORDS: Plasmonics, grafted gold nanospheres, depolarized light scattering, shape anisotropy, nanospheres, extinction
per graft on a sphere relative to ﬂat surface of the same area. An
experimental validation of this peculiar geometry-induced
grafted particle shape anisotropy is missing.
In this Letter, we investigate the shape of NPs consisting of
spherical Au cores stabilized by chains with diﬀerent chemistry
and length for two core diameters in very dilute aqueous
dispersions by dynamic polarized and depolarized light
scattering, UV/vis extinction and single-particle dark-ﬁeld
spectroscopy. The system and the methods were selected on
account of the sensitivity of the depolarized scattering, which is
localized surface resonance (LSPR) enhanced,18 to deviations
from spherical symmetry and the strong dependence of the
LSPR frequency of the Au core on orientation and local
environment.19 In addition, LSPR-enhancement is wavelength
dependent and the depolarized light scattering inherent to the
spherical bare AuNPs is not zero due to the inevitable internal
crystallinity.20,21 All experimental static and dynamic quantities
that include the wavelength-dependent depolarization ratio,
LSPR spectrum, and two transport coeﬃcients can be
consistently described only if particle shape anisotropy is
assumed.
The virtually spherical shape of two bare gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) synthesized (Supporting Information S1) for the
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norganic nanoparticles or nanocrystals produced by wetchemical synthesis oﬀer potential solutions to many aspects
of nanoscience from biomedicine, optics, and electronics to
sensing.1−5 Integrating such nanoparticles into new materials
requires their chemical stabilization against uncontrolled
aggregation and in most cases further chemical functionalization to direct their self-assembly into the desired structures.6
Initially, stabilization of nanoparticles (NPs) is often achieved
by electrostatic repulsion. However, handling is greatly
improved by steric and entropic stabilization with short-chain
polymers that allow stabilization against salt, temperature, and
even drying.7,8 Uncharged uniformly coated NPs are, for
example, valuable additives that can enhance the physical
properties of polymer nanocomposites. The dispersion of NPs
in polymeric materials is, however, diﬃcult and by far not
understood.9,10 Even for spherical shape particle grafts, the
dispersion frequently results in agglomeration into anisotropic
structures11−13 such as strings resembling the behavior of
patchy NPs.14 This observation is counterintuitive in view of
both spherically symmetric particle shape and isotropic
interactions. Very recent computer simulations15−17 have
shown that the organization of grafts around spherical NPs
can deviate from spherical symmetry producing asymmetric
conﬁgurations for otherwise isotropically grafted NPs. The
organization of grafts can be of inherent origin,17 driven by
ﬂuctuations, and of adherent origin15,16 due to the interplay of
graft−solvent interactions. An important parameter for this
anisotropic distribution of grafts is the excess volume explored
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Figure 1. (a) TEM image of AuNPs, (b) size-distribution, (c) high-resolution TEM image of a single AuNP, and (d) the localized surface plasmon
resonance peak in the extinction spectrum of dilute suspension of AuNPs stabilized with citrate. (e) Polarization anisotropy measured by singleparticle dark-ﬁeld spectroscopy shows similar asphericities for Au-citrate (red circles) as well as Au-PEG107 (blue squares).

Figure 2. (a) Relaxation functions [CVV(q,t), CVH(q,t)] for a dilute (c = 0.01 g L−1; cM= 0.02 nM) aqueous suspension of Au nanospheres (diameter
d = 44 nm) stabilized with citrate at the scattering wave vector q = 6.85 × 10−3 nm−1 (corresponding to a diﬀusion length ∼920 nm), recorded for
VV (black symbols) and VH (red circles) polarizations. The solid lines indicate the theoretical representation (see text) of the experimental
functions and the arrow denotes the fast VH contribution to CVV(q,t). (b) The relaxation rate Γs (solid squares) for the slow (VV) and Γf (open
squares) for the fast (VH) component in CVV(q,t) and CVH(q,t), respectively. (c) Time-average absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized RVV(q) (solid
squares) and depolarized RVH(q) (open squares) light scattering for the same Au nanospheres solution versus q. The PCS experiment was
performed with coherent laser light at λ = 632 nm above λmax (∼524 nm) of the extinction spectrum (Figure 1d).

symmetry revealed below can be ascribed only to asymmetric
graft arrangements.
For Au nanorods, dynamic depolarized light scattering is
signiﬁcantly enhanced near the longitudinal SPR frequency18
but for plasmonic nanospheres with a single LSPR mode this
information is still missing. Since anisotropic dynamic light
scattering is also anticipated for spherical NPs due to inherent
crystallinity,20 we employ photon correlation spectroscopy
(PCS) both polarized (VV) and depolarized (VH) (Supporting
Information S5) for the ﬁrst experimental report on shape and
transport coeﬃcients of grafted Au nanospheres. The absolute
polarized RVV(q) and depolarized RVH(q) are shown as a
function of the scattering wave vector q for a 0.02 nM Aucitrate solution in Figure 2c; RVH(q) is virtually ﬂat, while
RVV(q) exhibits a weak q-dependence due to the small particle
size (Guinier plot in Supporting Information Figure S1a).
Unexpectedly, the depolarization ratio ρ = RVH/RVV (about 7%)
is very high considering the spherical shape of the Au core. It
therefore allows us to record the orientation relaxation function
CVH(q,t) that exhibits a single exponential decay with relaxation
rate ΓVH(q) = 6Dr + q2Dt (Figure 2a, b), where Dr and Dt
denote the rotational and translational diﬀusion coeﬃcients.
For fast Dr (>q2Dt), the estimation of Dt from the slope of ΓVH
(q) is subject to large error. Hence it is obtained from the

scope of this study was revealed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and single particle polarization anisotropy
(PA) experiments (Supporting Information S2)22,23 and
supported by the extinction spectrum in dilute aqueous
solutions. TEM images (Supporting Information S3) for the
AuNPs with the thinnest (citrate) coating shows the size
distribution with an average 44 ± 4 nm diameter (Figure 1a,b)
and reveals the crystalline nature of individual AuNPs at highresolution TEM (Figure 1c). Polycrystallinty21,24,25 turns out to
be crucial for the behavior of electrons and twining defects can
impact the optical properties as discussed below.
The single peak in the extinction spectrum of Au-citrate NPs
(Figure 1d and Supporting Information S4) conforms to the
spherical symmetry of the Au core displaying only one LSPR
mode. For the latter, however, a quantitative measure of the
asphericity is obtained by the PA experiment using Au-citrate
and Au-PEG107 where AuNPs are grafted with poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) chain of about 107 ethylene glycol units (Figure
1e). The pattern of the polarization anisotropy of the scattering
intensity from individual Au cores reveals a virtually spherical
shape with aspect ratio of 1.029 and 1.023 for citrate- and PEGcoated particles respectively, which were calculated from the
polarization anisotropy. Since the grafts are not visible in the
TEM images and PA experiment, deviations from the spherical
4139
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CVV(q,t) which in all known cases but plasmonics is a single
decay function with a relaxation ΓVV(q) = q2Dt. For noble metal
NPs, however, the anisotropic RVH is LSPR-enhanced and
hence its contribution in CVV(q,t) = aVH exp(−ΓVHt) + aiso
exp(−Dtq2t) can be discernible as a second fast decay (arrow in
Figure 2a) with amplitude aVH; for Au nanorods with
comparable amplitudes, the two-step decay of CVV(q,t)
becomes very pronounced.18 The slow purely isotropic
component with amplitude aiso decays via translational diﬀusion
allowing a precise determination of Dt from the slope of the
linear dependence, ΓVV(q) = q2Dt (Figure 2b). The consistent
representation of CVH(q,t) and CVV(q,t) is also indicated by the
same slope of ΓVH(q) and ΓVV(q) in Figure 2b. The transport
coeﬃcient Dr is directly obtained from the intercept of the rate
ΓVH(q → 0).
The comprehensive PCS experiment yields the transport
coeﬃcients, Dr and Dt, and the depolarization ratio, ρ,
measured for seven diﬀerent grafts of the same Au core at
532 nm, near the peak position (λmax) of the LSPR mode, and
632 nm representing oﬀ resonance conditions. From Dt and Dr,
we compute the hydrodynamic radius Rh = kBT/(6πηsDt) and
the rotational radius Rr = [kBT/(8πηsDr]1/3 for a sphere under
stick boundary conditions, where kB is the Boltzmann’s
constant and ηs the solvent viscosity. In the opposite case of
slip boundary conditions, Rh and in particular Rr would assume
unacceptable much higher values in order to conform to the
two experimental transport coeﬃcients.26,27 Moreover, the
grafting of the particles should enhance interactions between
surface and the surrounding solvent and stick boundary
conditions are therefore more plausible. Table 1 summarizes

observed for the citrate and the lowest for the DNA coatings.
The experimental quantities, intensities, depolarization ratio,
and the ratio of the two transport coeﬃcients, assume the same
values at 20 and 50 °C.
Two unexpected ﬁndings are emphasized: (i) Rr > Rh for all
examined AuNPs (Table 1) and (ii) the value of ρ varies from
0.01 to 0.07 depending on the wavelength λ of the illuminated
light and the grafted layer on the same Au core. For all grafts, ρ
is stronger when λ is oﬀ resonance (at 632 nm) (Figure 3b)
due to the diﬀerent λ-dependence of the RVV and RVH
intensities (Figure 3a). This behavior was also found for a
diﬀerent Au core (d = 41 nm) also with chemically diﬀerent
grafts (Supporting Information Figure S2).
First, we discuss the ﬁnite value and the λ-dependence of the
depolarization ratio with analytical and numerical models
described in the Supporting Information (S6−S9). Because for
AuNPs of spherical shape ρ = 0, we start with the predicted
behavior for a spheroidal “monocrystalline” Au cores using the
Green’s tensor method (Supporting Information S6). The
length ratio, b/a, of the particle main axis (b) to the
perpendicular degenerated axis (a) is allowed to slightly vary
around one according to the single-particle dark-ﬁeld
microscopy results (Figure 1e) but considering also a size
distribution with a width Δb. The experimental condition of a
single peak extinction spectrum (Figure 1d) sets the upper
bound of the ratio Δb/b ∼ 10% as suggested by the distribution
obtained from the TEM images (Figure 1b). Spheroids with
this size distribution, however, can neither reach the
experimental depolarization ratio values, nor predict the
experimentally observed higher value of the depolarization
ratio at oﬀ-resonance. This opposite trend in the theoretical
calculations is demonstrated in Figure 4a. While the maximum
value of ρ expectedly increases with Δb/b, it occurs near
resonance (∼550 nm) and its value even for an aspect ratio
∼1.1 remains well below the experimental value.
To boost the value of ρ and predict an oﬀ-resonance
enhancement, we introduce next “polycrystallinity” in an
analytical model, which is the origin for the present nonzero
depolarized light scattering from spherical Au cores. Crystallinity characterization is a challenging issue and can beneﬁt
from the study of twining defects on the properties of
plasmonic NPs. The splitting of the quadrupolar vibration
mode in the low-frequency Raman spectrum21 due to LSPRacoustic coupling was related to the crystallinity of an ensemble
of AuNPs. Here, we relate nanocrystallinity to the anisotropic
optical properties due to anisotropic electron free paths. More
precisely, the eﬀect of a cut plane between two monocrystals is
modeled as an increased absorption rate of the free electrons in
gold colliding with the cut plane, resulting in a shortened mean
free path for the electrons moving perpendicular to the cut
compared to the electrons moving parallel to it. Such a model is
often used to describe the increased absorption in metal
nanoparticles of size shorter than the mean free path of the free
electrons in the bulk metal.28
Hence, a basic phenomenological model for the Aupolycrystallinity has been implemented in the theoretical
calculations (Supporting Information S7). The polycrystalline
particle is described as a spherical or spheroidal particle cut into
several parallel slices of equal thickness l, along the direction of
one of the principal axes, as shown in Supporting Information
Figure S3. Each cut plane between two slices behaves as a
barrier whose eﬀect is to increase the collision rate of electrons
moving perpendicularly to it by a factor inversely proportional

Table 1. Characteristic Dimensions of Au Nanospheres with
Adsorbed Citrate or Diﬀerent Grafted Chains,
Depolarization Ratio at Two Optical Wavelengths, and the
Wavelength of the Single Surface Plasmon Resonance
ρ = RVH/RVV

Au-citrate
Au-PEG16
Au-PEG45
Au-PEG107
Au-PEG107‑COOH
Au-DNAT10
Au-DNAT40

Rh [nm]

Rr [nm]

632
nm

532
nm

λmax
[nm]

23.7 ± 0.5a
27.3 ± 0.4b
31.4 ± 0.5b
37.0 ± 1.4b
37.1 ± 0.4b
32.0 ± 1.9
36.5 ± 0.5

34.8 ± 0.7
36.8 ± 0.7
40.0 ± 2
40.0 ± 0.6
44.0 ± 1.3
42.0 ± 2.1
42.0 ± 1.4

0.07
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

524
524
525
525
525
526
526

a
For Au-citrate, 2Rh ≈ d from TEM. bFor Au-PEGN, the layer
thickness ΔRh = (2Rh − d) ∼ N0.6 (Supporting Information Figure
S1b)

the sizes (Rh, Rr), the depolarization ratio at two irradiation
laser wavelengths and the position of LSPR peak for very dilute
suspensions of the same AuNP core (with diameter d = 44 nm)
bearing seven diﬀerent coatings. The scaling of the layer
thickness for the PEG-grafted Au nanospheres, ΔRh = (2Rh −
d) ∼ N0.6 (Supporting Information Figure S1b) with the PEG
degree of polymerization, N, implies swollen chain conﬁgurations. The absolute Rayleigh scattering intensities, RVV and
RVH, are stronger near resonance (λ = 532 nm) but exhibit a
diﬀerent drop at λ = 632 nm, as seen in Figure 3a.
Consequently, the polarization ratio depends on λ, but
surprisingly ρ assumes a larger value at λ = 632 nm, that is,
at oﬀ-resonance (Figure 3b, Table 1); the highest value is
4140
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Figure 3. (a) Absolute Rayleigh ratio for polarized (RVV, hatched areas) and depolarized (RVH, solid areas) light scattering and (b) depolarization
ratio ρ at 532 nm (green) and 632 nm (red) for a dilute suspension of Au nanospheres with 44 nm diameter core and diﬀerent grafts as indicated in
the plots.

Figure 4. (a) Calculated depolarization ratio ρ for spheroidal AuNPs in the presence of size distribution and diﬀerent shapes in the range 0 ≤ Δb/b
≤ 10% (Δb/b = 2% (black), Δb/b = 4% (red), Δb/b = 6% (green), Δb/b = 8% (blue), Δb/b = 10% (cyan)). The two vertical lines denote the
wavelengths of the lasers employed in the experiment. The maximum depolarization ratio (at about 550 nm) increases with the asphericity Δb/b. (b)
Eﬀect of polycrystallinity modeled by anisotropic absorption, that is, anisotropic electron mean free path l.

Figure 5. (a) Computed extinction spectra for polycrystalline Au nanosphere (d = 44 nm) coated with a nonspherical shell (a′ = 0 nm, b′ = 10 nm)
and two diﬀerent refractive indices (ngraft = 1.41, black; ngraft = 1.5, blue). The inherent Au anisotropy direction, perpendicular to the cut plane (the
line in the gold core) inside the AuNP, is either perpendicular (solid lines) or parallel (dashed lines) to the graft anisotropy axis while the dot-dashed
line is for monocrystalline AuNPs. (b) Depolarization ratio for the three polycrystallinity conﬁgurations and the two graft refractive indices in (a) as a
function of the light wavelength; note the inversion of ρ (532 nm)/ρ (632 nm) between perpendicular (solid lines) and perpendicular parallel
(dashed lines) anisotropy directions. The two vertical dashed lines denote the wavelength of the two lasers employed in the experiment.

to the slice thickness; for n cuts (n being called in the following
the degree of polycrystallinity), l = 2R/(n + 1). This introduces
an anisotropic electron mean free path. Electrons moving
normal to the cut planes have a shorter mean free path on the
order of l compared to 2R, when the electrons are moving
along one of the two other directions parallel to the cut planes.
Consequently, the light absorption for polarization perpendicular to the cut plane will be larger than for light polarized along
the two other directions. In the following, the former is called

the inherent Au anisotropy. Hence the anisotropic absorption
renders the depolarization ratio of an otherwise spherical shape
higher.
Using an analytical expression of the depolarization ratio
(Supporting Information S8), we show that the value of ρ at
maximum (λ ∼ 550 nm) of Au nanospheres increases rapidly
for l/2R < 1 and ρ ∼ 0.01 can be formally captured for l/2R ∼
0.05 as seen in Figure 4b. In this model, a symmetric coating of
the Au nanosphere, that is, a spherical core−shell particle, fails
4141
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Figure 6. Comparison between the experimental asphericity parameter b′/(a′ + b′) (dashed circles) with the corresponding computed (solid circles)
b′/(a′ + b′) for the same AuNP with six diﬀerent coatings using core of diameter d = 44 nm and the ρ* = ρ (532 nm)/ρ (632 nm) values from Table
2.

Table 2. Refractive Indexes ngraft of the Diﬀerent Coatings, Experimental (from Supporting Information Table S3 in bold) and
Theoretical Values of a′, b′, b′/(a′ + b′) and ρ*
ngraft
Au-citrate
Au-PEG16
Au-PEG45
Au-PEG107
Au- PEG107‑COOH
Au-DNAT10
Au-DNAT40

1.50
1.46
1.46
1.46
1.46
1.60
1.60

a′ [nm]
0.0
3.7
7.5
12.7
12.9
9.0
13.0

b′ [nm]
0.5
3.1
6.9
11.6
11.5
9.1
12.7

6.6
8.8
13.4
19.6
19.9
12.1
16.5

ρ*

b′/(a′ + b′)
6.1
9.4
14.0
20.7
21.3
12.0
16.8

1.00
0.70
0.64
0.61
0.61
0.57
0.56

0.93
0.75
0.67
0.64
0.61
0.57
0.56

0.14
0.33
0.50
0.50
0.33
1.00
1.00

0.19
0.33
0.50
0.50
0.33
1.00
1.00

A quantitative representation of the experimental ρ and the
ratio ρ* = ρ (532 nm)/ρ (632 nm) ≤ 1 depends on the
geometrical parameters (a′, b′), polycrystallinity (n), dielectric
constants of Au core and hydrated grafts. Using the analytical
model described in Supporting Information S8, we deliberately
ﬁxed the core shape to a sphere (a = b) as asphericity is
experimentally shown to be very small (Figure 1e), the
polycrystallinity parameter n to 2, the sum a′ + b′ to the
value deduced experimentally (see Supporting Information
Table S3) for every type of grafting. We have then varied the
asphericity parameter b′/(a′ + b′) from zero to one with the
case b′/(a′ + b′) = 0.5 corresponding to an even coating of the
gold core.
Figure 6 shows the theoretical prediction for the evolution of
ρ* with b′/(a′ + b′) for the six grafts on the Au core (d = 44
nm). The experimental points have been obtained by matching
the experimental value of ρ* with the theoretical curve (solid
circles). In any case, the obtained theoretical values for b′/(a′ +
b′) are very close to the experimental one. Notice that for the
citrate shell, the experimental value of ρ* is about 30% lower
than the theoretical prediction, however, the minimum is
obtained for b′/(a′ + b′) ≈ 0.93 (or a′ ≈ 0), which is consistent
with the experiment (Supporting Information Table S3). The
AuNPs stabilized with citrate, which is, unlike the PEG and
DNA grafts, not covalently bonded, exhibit the strongest
asphericity.
Table 2 lists the parameters used in the calculations (shell
refractive index ngraft and a′+b′ deduced from the experiment
(Supporting Information Table S3)) and the results of the
experimental (bold) and theoretical comparison. We note that
these values also represent well the two transport coeﬃcients as
described below. For all six grafts, ρ* ≤ 1 for 0.6< b′/(a′+b′) <
1, which corresponds to an asymmetric coating conﬁguration.
Since the grafting density can vary among the six systems, an

to predict the experimental ρ (532 nm) < ρ (632 nm) trend,
irrespectively of the values of the adjustable parameters, which
in this case are the shell refractive index and the degree n of
polycrystallinity. Instead, ρ(532 nm) is an order of magnitude
larger than ρ (632 nm) for symmetric coatings of spherical Au
cores Supporting Information (Figure S4b). More generally, we
have veriﬁed with this analytical model that an even coating
around a spheroidal polycrystalline gold core systematically
leads to ρ (532 nm ≥ ρ (632 nm), the equality occurring for
slightly prolate Au NP with a polycrystallinity degree n = 2 (not
shown). Similarly, combining polycrystallinity with slightly
prolate or oblate AuNPs without any shell fails to reproduce the
lower depolarization ratio at the plasmon resonance. Assuming,
however, an asymmetric arrangement of grafts in the theoretical
calculations, the behavior can be reversed.
The graft is characterized by its thickness b′ along the particle
revolution axis, and a′ along the two perpendicular degenerated
axes. The extinction spectrum and the depolarization ratio for
two graft arrangements in Figure 5 show that the depolarization
ratio can be lower at resonance when the shell anisotropy is
directed normal to the cut plane inside the AuNP, that is,
parallel to the inherent Au anisotropy direction (dashed lines in
Figure 5); calculations for diﬀerent b′ values are presented in
Supporting Information Figure S4. The extinction spectrum
retains its single peak shape in agreement with the experiment
apart from subtle frequency shift (inset to Figure 5a). For
“monocrystalline” Au core, ρ, caused by the imposed
asymmetric grafting, is increased while it assumes the highest
value at resonance. Finally, the strongest depolarization ratio is
obtained when the grafting and inherent anisotropy directions
are perpendicular to each other, and again reaches the largest
value at resonance. Quantitatively, the displayed behavior in
Figure 5 depends on the assumed refractive index ngraft of the
grafted layer and the eﬀect is more pronounced for high ngraft.
4142
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approaches asymptotically unity for long grafts (Supporting
Information Figure S5), that is, Vh ≈ Vo.
Interestingly, while the bare Au cores assume an almost
spherical shape (Figure 1e), the assigned asphericity occurs
upon their soft grafting. This is the ﬁrst experimental report on
shape anisotropy of uniformly coated spherical particles, which
according to recent simulations can be ﬂuctuation induced17 or
solvent-coating interactions15 mediated. On the basis of the
theoretical representation of the present experimental results,
the shell asphericity is parallel to the inherent, due to
polycrystallinity, core anisotropy. According to theory and
simulations of thiolate-protected gold surfaces,31 it is
conceivable that diﬀerent Au outer facets with diﬀerent binding
energies can drive the organization of self-assembled monolayers, that is, the reactivity of (111) facets is lower than of
(110) surfaces.32 Noticeably, the present equilibrium conﬁgurations are robust to temperature variation between 20 and 50
°C. Because this inherent core eﬀect was not considered in the
simulations of the shape of coated NPs,15−17 the present
experimental work opens a new pathway for engineering the
shape of metallic NPs driven by their nanocrystallinity. Access
to the Au core nanocrystallinity defects is important because
many physical properties such as reactivity and mechanical
strength are dependent on whether the metal NPs are 100%
single crystalline or 100% twinned.25 On the other hand,
control of the overall shape of the same spherical NPs by
grafting impact their morphology in polymer nanocomposites.11

account for the observed diﬀerences in the anisotropic coatings
is not straightforward. For example, the lowest ρ*, corresponding to the largest asphericity, was observed for citrate grafts on
two diﬀerent Au cores (Figure 6, Table 1 and Supporting
Information Table S1). The exact coverage of the grafts on the
particles could not be obtained due to the minute quantity of
the samples. We should also note that migration of the thiols
on Au surfaces29 is not considered in the calculations, as the
extent of this eﬀect is still in dispute.30
Based on recent computer simulations,15−17 the asymmetric
graft arrangements around spherical NPs depend mainly on
grafting density, core to shell sizes, and strength of interactions
with the solvent. Qualitatively, low grafting density and long
grafts promote NP anisotropy at constant core size. The
simulations mostly take into account the graft length, but the
density is diﬃcult to include in the model. However, as the
largest shell anisotropy has been obtained for citrate, which is
not covalently bonded to the Au core, we have to suppose that
the distribution of citrate around the shell is very sparse. On the
other hand, the correlation between inherent and grafting
anisotropy directions (Figure 5) suggested from the theoretical
calculations (Supporting Information S7) emphasizes the role
of NP’s crystallinity. We note that a uniform coating was
assumed in the simulation papers.15−17
Second we address the two transport coeﬃcients utilizing the
structural information obtained from the representation of ρ*
data. We recall (Table 1) that Rh < Rr is not compatible with
spherical symmetry of the Au NPs. Instead, implementation of
anisotropic graft shape is also found to account for the
diﬀerence between the two radii. For an adequate description of
Dr by Perrin’s equations (Supporting Information S.9), the
hydrodynamic volume, Vh = κVo, should exceed (κ ≥ 1) the
geometrical volume Vo = (4/3)πpa3 with p = b/a being the
aspect ratio. Since Vh is not accessible experimentally, the
dimensionless κ is treated as an adjustable parameter together
with the length b for the long spheroidal axis. For the short axis,
the length a is well captured by the experimental hydrodynamic
radius, Rh. More speciﬁcally, using a = 0.95Rh, the two
adjustable parameters b and κ were then obtained from the
representation of Dt and Dr for all six systems. Figure 7
illustrates exemplarily the followed procedure in the case of AuPEG16 for which p ≈ 1.2 and κ = 2.35. Supporting Information
Table S3 summarizes the values for the other systems as well.
The value of κ is found to be large for thin shells and
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